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The Garden (Paperback)
By Robin Craig Clark

Createspace, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Amanda J Clark (illustrator). 213 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A
mystical love story for the heart and soul inspired by the
Upanishads sacred writings that teach pure awareness. This
one-of-a-kind book speaks directly to the heart and soul of
every reader, revealing a beautiful vision of a perfect world. A
love story that transcends all time and space and the illusion of
separation, told in simple lyrical style with dazzling
illustrations. This mystic tale weaves together a world of unity
where opposites play together in a deep absorption of what is
real and what is illusory. Told in four parts: The First
Awakening, The Sleeping, The Dreaming and The
Reawakening, The Garden mirrors the Upanishads Three
States and One Reality: Waking to an outside world, Dreaming
in the mind, Dissolving in deep sleep and Awakening to pure
awareness. The condensed narrative contains deeper
meanings so designed that each reader needs to think about
the words through a sustained process of inner reflection. Each
reader will discover many different levels of meaning and this
will lead to their own individual awakening in The Garden....
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R eviews
Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel
The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to
understand. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if
you question me).
-- K a ya R ippin
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